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OPINION 

Southern California Edison Company (SeE), along with Kern Hiver 

Cogeneration Compan}', Midway Sunset Cogeneration, Sycamore Cogeneration 

Company and \Vatson Cogeneration Company (the QF Contract Parties) and the 

Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) (collectivel)', the Settlement Parties) jointly 

move (or adoption of two all-party SCttlement Agreel'nents in the above

captioned proceeding.' In this proceeding, SCE submitted for COn\o\ission 

approval amendIllents (the Amendments) to nhle existing non-standard 

qualifying facilities (QF) power purchase contracts (the Contracts). The 

Amendments were negotiated and executed to adapt the obs01ete energy 

payment ternlS of the Contracts to reflect the new n\arket conditions created by 

electric industry restructuring and Assen\bly Bill 1890 (AB 1890). 

ORA raised concerns with respect to seven of the Amendn\ents in a protest 

to SeE's application/ which protest is discussed further below. ORA's concerns 

have been resolved through the Settlernent Agreements, however, and no further 

objections to the appJication remain. 

The Settlement Parties request that the Commission approve the 

Settlement AgreeIllents without change, The Amendments, as modified through 

the Settlement Agreell'lents/ arc alleged to be in the public interest (or several 

I The Settlement Agreements, covering seven contract amendments, arc attached as 
Exhibits A and B to the motion. 

1 OI{A did not protest two of the Amendments, for the AES PJacerita,lnc. (AES) and 
the IndC(k Ontario Cogener .. ,tion, Inc. (Ontario) Contracts. Accordingly, we will 
approve these Amendments as originally submitted. 

" ExC(uted copies of the modified An\endments and are attached as Exhibits C-l to the 
motion. Redline versions to show changes made by the Illodified Amendments to the 
original Amendment versions are attached as Exhibits J through P to the motion. 
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reasons. First" as noted above, the Amendments adapt the energy pricing terms 

of the Contri\Cts to reflect the new electric industry market conditions. Second" 

the Amendments maintain the essence and basic intent of the bargait'\ struck 

anlOng SeE, its ratepayers, and the QFs when the Contracts were negotiated. 

Third, the Amendments minimize the distinctions between Standard Offcr 

contc,lcts and nonstandard contracts in their terms, administration, and 

interpretation. Fourth, the SeUlen\ent Agreements bring cfficiency to the 

resolliUm\ of this proceeding and produce an optimal result ((Oll\ all parties' 

perspectives. The Settlement Parties ask the Commission to approve the 

Settlement Agreernents, finding that the Amendments reptesent a reasonable and 

prudent respollse to industry restructuring. 

In Resolution ALJ 176-2994 dated June 4, 1998, the Commission 

preliminarily (\ltegorized this application as ratesetting and preliminarily 

determined that hearings were necessary_ Given the Settlement Agreements that 

have beel' presented, this matter can be resolved without hearings, and our 

preliminary hcariI\g determination is hereby modified to teflect that (act. 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A. The Legislative Mandate Underlying the Amendments 

The enactment of All 1890 resulted b\ many changes in the electric 

industry. Among those changes was a legislatively adopted change to the 

formula for determining short run avoided cost (SRAC) energy payments to be 

made to QFs. The shift from the pre-AB 1890 energy paymel\t mcthodolog}', as 

specified in Public Utilities (Pub. Util.) Code Section 390/ required action by this 

Commission. 

t Unless otherwise specified, an section references are to the California Public UtiHties 
Code. 
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QF short-run cnerg}' payments have tr.lditionally been based on a 

methodology that multipHes the utilit},'s Incremental Energy Rate (IER) by its 

avoided fuel cost, adding a value (or avoided oper .. ,tioI\ and maintenance costs 

and other factors (the Adders). Establishing the utility's JER, the avoided fuel 

costs, and the Adders had been the subject of intense litigation before the 

Commission h\ annual Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proceedings and 

. as a rcsult of routine protests to avoided ~ost postings. Payn\cnts under Section 

390 were mandated to be made according to a simplified (ormula. The modified 

formula docs not rcquire the usc o( thelER or the Adders, and employs a 

methodology (or detcrmining avoided fuel costs that relics on published, Widely 

available natural gas price indices. With the implementation of Section 390, the 

JER, avoided fuel cost, and operation and maintenan<:e adder factors are no 

longer issues and, indecd, no longer eXist, making the Contracts, as a pr<lctical 

matter, impossible to administer in their current (orill. 

The payment forniulas [or most QF contracts, the Standard Offer 

contracts, were conformed to Section 390 as a result of the Conlmission's 

Decision 96-12-028. These ~ontr<lcts did not require an amendment to effect this 

change. )nstccld, the modified pa.yl'nent [ormula was integrated into these 

contracts by a pre-existing (ontract reference to the utility's monthly SRAC 

posting. 

The non-standard contra.cts at issue in this proceeding, however, 

Were not conformed to Section 390 as a (esuIt of Decision 96-12-028. I{ather than 

relying solely on SeE's .. nonthly SRAC posting, the Contracts provide (or the 

calculation of SHAC paymcnts using contract-specific values for (ertain of the 

pricing components of the Commission's traditional pre-AB 1890 SRAC 

methodology. Moreover, certain of these non-standard (ontr<lcts contain 

negotiated price floors or floor ~omponenls, which limit how (ar energy 
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payments may fall. These price floors arc also in m~ny cases calculated via 

formulas which depend upon pre4 AD 1890 energy prking components. The 

Contracts containing floor provisions also include corresponding discount or 

ceiling provisions to prevent prices from rising too high. Because of these 

nonstandard provisions, and the elimh\atiol\ of pre·AB 1890 energy pricing 

con\ponents, the Contracts have becon\e, as a practical matter, impossible to 

administet. Accordh\gly, amendrltents are required. 

In negotiating the Amcndments, the parties had two primary 

objectives in mind. First; consistent with principles of co}\tI'act interpretation, the 

parties aimed to preserve the bargain originally struck between the utility, on 

behalf of ratepayers, al\d the QFs. Preserving the origh\al bargain, the parties 

reasoned, would ensure that neithcr ratepayers not the QFs would face itlcreased 

risks or burdens as a result of the Arnel\dnlents. Second, the parties sought to 

sin1plify contract administration for seE and the Cortnnission by n\inin\izing the 

distinctions between the Standard Offer and nonstandard contracts in their 

terms, adl\\inistration and intcrpretatiOl\. The parties state that they have 

achieved these objectives through the Amendments, as modified through the 

Scttlelllcnt Agreements. 

8. The Amendments 
On May 15, 1998, SCE submitted this application seeking a 

Commission finding that the Amendn\ents are reasonable and prudent and that 

SeE may recover (rom r~'tepayers "II payments to be made under the 

Amendments, subject to SCE's reasoJ'table administration of the Contracts as 

amended. 111e application submitted the Amendments, specified the principles 
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underlying the negotiation of the Amendments, and provided summaries of key 

provisions for the Commission's review.s 

C. The ORA Pr<Jlest 

On July 31, 1998, ORA submitted its Protest contending that seven of 

the nine Amendments failed to meet the standard of maint:tining the original 

bargain or, in other words, c<:onomic lleutrality with the original contracts. More 

specifically, ORA questioned: 

1. The inclusion of a one-time option lor the QF to choose pricing 
based on 100% of the Power Exchange (PX) prke, \·.,.hich ORA 
suggested (ould undern\ine the potential for ratepayers to 
realize discounted prices under these contracts;' 

2. The usc inthe MSCC arid \VatsOn contracts of the full SRAC 
(ormula, with no discounts, during the period priot to the 
move to PX-bascd SRAC pricing under Section 390; 

3. The fairness of a trade-off between the Watsonand MSCC 
contracts, in which a 2.5% line )ossdis(ount in the MSCC 
contract was eliminated in exchangc for several con(cssions in 
the \Vatson (ontract, including resolving a dispute regarding 
an oil-to-gas conversion factor; the changes to the \Valson 
contr,'lcl, ORA cont('nded, were unlikely to hrh\g any bell.efits 
to ratepayers suffici('nt to offset the concession to MSCCi 

4. The usc by seE of a single-year bad<cast analysis, rather than a 
(orecast, to judge whether the Amendments maintained the 
bargain in the original Contr<'lcts; and 

s The (onlr.\ct-speciric summaries of the individual An'endments arc altached to the 
Molion as Exhibit Q. 

• One-time options were included in the contrads for Midway Sunset Cogeneration 
Company (MSCC), Watson Cogeneration Company(\Vatson), Kern River Cogeneration 
Company (KRCC), Sycamore Cogeneration Company (Sycamore) and Brea Power 
P.u tners (8rea). 
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5. The incorporation of a .9 mills operations and maintenance 
adder into the formula fot calculating floor and ceiling pric('s 
[or the OLS Chino and DIS Camarillo Contracts [or the period 
prior to Dc<:ember 2002. 

ORA raised no objection to the Amendments for AES Placedta and 

Indeck Ontario Cogeneration. 

D. Response to· the ORA Protest. 

On August 25,1998, SeE filed a reply to the ORA Protest. Among 

other things, scn argued: (1) that the Contracts' current energy pricing fonnulae 

must be amended because the}t ar~ unworkable in vie\V of electric industr}, 

restructuring, and (2) that the Amendments I1\usl result in the economic 

equivalents of the Contracts they replace, including floors, discounts, and other 

contr.lct-specific provisions. Mo((xwer, ORA appeared to accept the parti('s' use 

of the Section 390 methodology to derive energy pricing terms. seE contended 

that ORA's challenges to isolated Amendment terms amounted to an improper 

attempt to exercise a line-item veto oVer th~ parties' negotiations. SCE further 

contended that these challenges lacked merit and were insufficient to OVercon\e 

SCE's dehliled showing tha.t the An\endments arc reasonable and should be 

nppro\fed. 

Additionally, the QF Contract Parties submitted a response to the 

Protest. The QP Contract Parties responded to the Protest on several grounds, 

including: 

1. In opposing the one-time PX pricing election in five of the 
Contracts, ORA jgnores the provision of Section 390(c) 
providing (or a QF option to shift to PX-based pricing. 

2. ORA's chaU('nge to the nondiscounling of pre-PX ('nergy 
payments runs contrary to Section 390(b); it also fails to 
recognize that the $celion 390 (orn\ula is based on a period 
during which the contr.lcts were receiving payments based 
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on a floor prke, and any furlher discount would amount to a 
payment below the floor. 

3. The opposilion to the \\'alson dispatch price is 
unsupportable, since the price relies on the contractuaJly 
established IER and is consistent with the express contract 
terms. 

4. ORA's criticism o( the usc of a Ilbatkcase' analysis tails to 
recognize the difficulties inherent in the use of the forecasts 
performed by SCE to assess these amendments; n\Oreovet, it 
would be inequitable to employ these forecasts, which 
remain unavailable to the Contract Parties, to resolve this 
proceeding •. 

On 1l10re general gtounds, the QF Contract Parties argued that 

ORA's analysis ignores the existence of prke floors in the Contracts and attempts 

to dn:uolventthe iegislativc inandate in Secti()n 390. 

E. The Settlement Process 

1. Settlement Negotiations, 
Following the submission of the ORA Protest and the Contract 

Parties' l{esponse, the Settlement Parties Con\nlenCed settlement discussions. 

Informal settlement discussions were held beginning in August and continued 

through early November. These discussions culminated in the Settlement 

Agreements, each of which is described below. 

A point of negotiation conlmon to alt Amendments focused on 

the usc of forecast and backcast' data to a11alyze the economic Implications of the 

7 The backc.lst analysis compares, for historical periods, energy payments under the 
Contr,'tcts' unamended formulae, with energ}' payments as they would have been made 
had the Amendments been in effect (or those historical periods. As explained itl the 
Applic.,tion, the advantage of a backc~st approach is that, (or historical periods, aU 
traditional SRAC coinponents were know)), thus enabling comparisons between the 

Footnole (otlliw(td 011 IItxl Iltlgi 
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Amendments. As "loted above, ORA originally proposed that the Anlendn\ents 

be analyzed using a forecast of energy prices, rather than a one-year backcast. 

ORA intended to rely upon a forecast performed by SCE. SCE, however, sought 

to keep the data confidential, which the QF Contract Parties contended unfairly 

impeded their ability to participate in this proceeding,' The parlies thus reached a 

cOJ'npronlise, using a five-year backcast to evaluate the economic inlplications of 

the Amendments. As explained further below, this broader backcast set the 

context in which modifications to the An\endments were negotiated. 

The Contrad-spedfic (eatures of the settlement negotiati01\S 

and agreements are described below.' 

a) The Watson CogeneratIon Company Settlement 

The Settlement Parties agreed to revise the \Vatson 

Amendment in response to ORA's protest. In particular, the An\elldment 

includes the {oJlowing changes: 

• The one-time to switch to 100% PX pricing has 
been eliminated from Section 8.2.1 of the 

Anlendments' and original Contracts' formulae to be rhade without the speculation 
inherellt in using a forecast methodology. 

, TIle QF Contract parties filed a molion to limit the scope of these proceedings, to 
preclude ORA (rom using the SeE forceast in support of the Protest, or, alternatively, 
for <'In order requiring that the forecast be produced, SCE vigorously opposed 
production of the forecast. The Administr~lHve L<'lW Judge ruled that SCE was not 
required to produce its force.1st but that ORA could, at SeE's expensc, perform an 
independent forecast. In view of the parties' agreement to evaluate the economic 
implications of the Amendments using a multi-year backcast, thete was no need to 
perform an independent forecast. 

• Redline versions of the revised Amendments showing changes agreed to as part of the 
settlementprocess, are attached as Exhibits J through P to the motion. 
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Contr.lct, as modified by the Amendmenl, as 
ORA proposed. 

• The Amendment \\',lS revised to provide for a 
discount of 4.2% of the SRAC formula Starting 
Price in the period prior to the time when SRAC 
converts to PX-based pricing. This change aligns 
the pre-PX formula with prices during 1995, 
addressing ORA's criticism of the proposed 
elimination in the original amendment of the 
discounted contract price during the pre-PX 
period. 

• The starting price in the dispatch pricing 
prOVisions of the Amendment was reduced by 
0.4% to refltXt (i) the results of a five-year 
back('ast analysis and (ii) a compromise between 
SCE's and \Vatson's positions on the disputed oil
to-gas conversion (actor. 

Through these changes, ORA's protest h .. t"s been 

resolved, and the Amendment has been further aligned wHh ratepayer interests. 

b) The Midway Sunset Cogeneration Company 
Settlement 

TIle Settlement i'Mties "greed to revise the ~iidway 

Sunset Cogenenllion COmplUl}' Amendment in response to ORA's protest. The 

Amendment has been revised as follows: 

• The one-time option to switch to 100% PX pricing 
has been eHminated (rom $c(tion 8.2.1 of the 
Contr."t, as modified by the Amendment, as 
ORA proposed. 

• The Amendment was revised to provide (or a 
discount of 3% of the SRAC formula Starling 
Price in the period prior to the time when SRAC 
converts to PX·based pricing. This change aligns 
the pre~PX (ornulla with prkes during 1995, 
addressing ORA's criticism of the proposed 
c1imination in the original amendment of the 
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discounted contract price during the pre-PX 
period. 

• The Amendment was revised to provide lor a 
discount of 2.5%, in the form of a line loss 
adjustment of .975 (or the hourly cnergy 
dcJi\'crM to Edison b)t MSCC in the period after 
SRAC prices ('om'ert to PX-bascd pricing. This 
ORA-recon\mended change retains a specific line 
loss adjustment factor of .975 contained in the 
Contract. 

Through these changes, ORA's protest has been 

resol\'cdJ and the Amendment has been further aligned with ratepayer interests. 

cJ The Kern River and Sycamore Cogeneration 
Company Settlements. 

The Settlement Parties agreed to revise both the Kern 

River Cogeneration Company Amendment and the Sycamore Cogeneration 

Company Amendment in response to ORA's protest. Both revised An\cndments 

eliminate the one-lime option to switch to 100% PX pricing from Section 1 of 

Appendix B of the Contracts pursuant to the Amendment, as ORA proposed. 

d) The OLS·Camarlllo and OLS Chino Settlements 

The Amendments were revised to provide for a 

discount of 4.3% of the SRAC formula Starling Price in the period prior to the 

time when SRAC prices convert to PX·based pricing. This change aligns the pre

PX formula with the results of a backcast analysis of that formula for 1995. 

ORA's concerns with respect to the post-PX period were resolved after its review 

of a Cive·yec1r backcast analysis of the Amendment formula applicable to that 

period. 
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eJ The Brea Power Partners Settlement 

This revised Amendment eliminates the one-time option 

to switch to 100% PX pricing from Section 2 of Appendix B of the Contract 

pursuant to the Amendment, as ORA proposed. 

2. Rule 51 Settlement Conference 

Pursuant to Rule 51.1" SeE noticed a settlement conference on 

November 20, t 998. A $eltlcnlcnt conference was held on NO\fember 30, 1998, at 

2:00 p.m. in Comnlission conference room 4206. Representatives of SeE, ORA, 

and the QF Contract Parties attended the conference. No objection to the 

Settlement Agreements was made by any party. 

II. STANDARDS TO APPROVE THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS. 

A. The Settlement Ag;eem&nts Are In the Public Interest. 

The Settlement Agreen\ents are being submitted pursuant to Rules 

51, d. sfq. of the Commission's Rules of Pradke and Procedure. Our decisions 

have expressed a strong public polic}' (avoring settlemcnt of disputes if they arc 

fair and reasonable in light of the wholc rccord.'" As we have stated, this poJicy is 

"intended to reduce the expense of litigation to ratcpayers, conserve scarce 

Commission resources and allow lhe Settling Parties to avoid the risk that a 

litigated resolution will produce unacceptable results/'ll The Scttlemcl\t 

Agreements arc consistent with this policy and represent a more efficient and 

optimal use of resources when compared with trt1ditionat litigation. 

10 R( Pt1cijic Gas al1d Eleclric Co., 0.88-12-083,30 CPUC2d 189,221·223 (1988); Rt' Pacific 
Gas and Eleclric Co., 0.91-05-029, 40 CPUC2d 301,326 (1991). 

II Re SOlltllefIJ California Edison C(JlIIl'tlIlY, 0.98-02-09, 1998 \VL 209288 ·4 (Cal. r.u.c.) 
(citing Sm, Diego Gas & Elulric Co., D. 92·)2-019, 46 CPUC2d 538,553 (1992).) 
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Beyond these benefits, the Settlement Agreements and related 

Amendments serve the public interest in three ways. First, the Amendments 

resolve the outstanding issues associated with conforming QF energy paynlents 

to Scc::tion 390. Second, by conforming the Contracts to Section 390, the 

Settlement Parties have m.inimizcd distinctions between Standard Offer and 

nonstandard contracts in their terms, admh\istration and interpretation. All QF 

contracts will now rely on a substantially similar forn\ula, thereby simplifying 

the Commission's review of contract administration. Third, the Amendments 

have conformed the Contracts in a manner aimed at maintaining the bargain 

strllck an"lortg SeE, the ratepayers, and the QFs when the Contracts were initially 

executed. Accordingly, the modified Amendments protect ratepayers from any 

h\creased risk or rate responsibility. 

For all of these reasons, the Sctt)en\ent Agreel'l'\ents arc "reasonable 

in light of the whole record, consistent with the law, and in the public interest" as 

required under Rule 51.1(e). 

B. The Settlement Agreements Satisfy All of the CriterIa for All· 
Party Settlements. 

In Sail Diego Gas & Electric COlllpt1uy,l1 the Commission adopted a 

four-pronged test (or all-party settlements. The Commission stated its intent to 

approve a settlement if: 

a. The settlement commands the unanimous sponsorship of aU 
active partie's to the instant proceeding; 

b. The sponsoring parties arc fairly reflcctive of the affected 
interests; 

u 46 CPUC2d 538 (1992). 
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c. No term of the settlement contr,wenes statutory provisions 
or prior Commission decisions; and 

d. The settlement conveys to the Conlmission sufficient 
information to permit (the Comn\ission) to discharge (its) 
future regulatory obligations with respect to the parties and 
their interests.1J 

The Settlement Agreements qualify as Jlall party," uncontested 

_ settlements under Rule 51 and the standards cstablished by the Con\n\ission in 

Rt Sa" Diego Gas and Eltelric Co. 

1. The Settlement Agreements Command the Unanimous 
Sponsorship of All Parties to This Proceeding. 

The Settlement Agreemcnts command the unanimous 

sponsorship of all active parties to this proceeding. The parties to this 

proceeding include SCE, ORA, the QF Contract Parties and Pacific Gas & Electric 

Company (PG&E). PG&E, which appeared at the initial Prehearing Conference, 

has indicated that it no longer wishes to participate in this proceeding as an 

active party.1t SCE and ORA are signatories to all of the Seutel'llcnt Agreemel\ts. 

111e QF Parlies, individually, are signatories to only those Settlement Agreements 

affecting their interests. No other parties have appeared in this proceeding. 

2. The Sponsoring Parties Fairly Reflect the Affected 
Interests. 

The An\endnlents will affect three primary intercstsJ all of 

which have been represented in this proceeding. The Amendmcnts will a((ecl 

the utilit}', SCE, which is required to administer the Amendments and recover 

u 46 CPUC2d aI55O-51. 

U See, leiter Andrew Ulmcc (ORA COUl\SC) to Edward V. Kurtz (PG&E Counsel), 
dated November 18, 1998 (Exhibit R to the motion). 
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from ratepayers the energy payments under the Contracts. The Amendments 

will affect r"lcpaycrs, who will continuc to compensate seE for the cost of 

encrgy procured from thc QFs under the Contracts. ORA has capably 

representcd the interests of all utility ratepayers, large and small. Finany, the 

Amendments will a((ect the QFs that will scll and deliver the encrgy thcy 

produce undcr the Contracts. The QF Contract Parties have represcnted their 

interests in the settlement process.1> No other interests arc apparent or have been 

raised in this proceeding. 

3. No Term of the Settlement Agreements Contravenes 
Statutory ProvisiOns or PriOr Commission Decisions. 

No party has alleged, in protest or otherwisc, that the 

Settlement Agteements contravene statutory prOVisions or prior Commission 

decisions. The Settlemcnt Agreements center on a methodology for QF energy 

paynlcnts based upon Section 390. The Settlement AgrccO'tcnts arc entircly 

consistcnt with thc Commission's interpretation of Section 390 in 

Decision 96-12-028. The Settlemcnt I>arties thus submit that the Settlement 

Agreements meet the third prong of the Sau Diego Cas & Electric Co. test. 

U The QF Contr."t parties represent the interests of four of the Ilinc QFs affected by this 
proceeding. The remaining five QFs faU into two categories: (I) Brea, OLS Camarillo 
and OLS Chino, which although not parties, have indk.lled their approval of the 
proposed seUlement by excculing revised amendments for their projects (sec Exhibits 
C, D and E to the n\otion), and (2) AES and Ontario, Amendments of Which, as noted 
above, arc s,ubmitted for approval without change (rom the Application. 
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4. The Settlement Agreements Convey to the Commission 
SufficIent Information to Permit the CommissIon to 
Discharge Its Future Regulatory Obligations With Resp~ct 
to th~ Parties and Their Interests. 

The Settlement Agreements, as submitted, not only permit the 

Commission to discharge its future obligations, they permit the discharge of 

these obJigations in a simpler way. The Settlement Agreements fuJI)' describe the 

details of the Amendments that were modified to resolve the ORA Protest. In 

addition, however, the Settlement Agreements have been transformed into 

modified Amendments, which are attached to the motion. As a result, the energy 

payment methodology is dearly articulated in each Contract to enable the 

COn'l.mission's review of contract administration. 

Importantly, the payment nlethodology for these Contracts 

will be simpler to administer than the prior n\cthodolog}', The payments will be 

calculated in a manner very similar to the manner used for the calculation of 

Standard Offer energy payments. The new methOdology eliminates the need to 

deternline an IER and replaces the fonncr gas cost calculation with a simplified 

base price and escalation formula; the formula uses the san\e published gas 

market prkes used in the Standard Offer SRAC formula. Based on these ne\\' 

provisions, our responsibility to oversee thc administration of the Contracts has 

becn simplified. 

Although the initial application was contested, this disposition is not, and 

this order grants the reHef rcquested. Accordingly, pursuant to Pub. Util. Code 

§ 311(g)(2), the otherwise applicable 3D-day period for public review and 

cornment is being waivcd. 

Findings of Fact 

1. The enactment of An 1890 resulted in inany (hangcs in the elcctric 

industry. Among those changes was a legislatively adopted change to the 
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formula for determining short run ",'oided cost energy payments to be made to 

QFs. The shift fro In the pre-AB 1890 energy payment methodology, as specified 

in Pub. Uti1. Code Section 390, required changes in nonstandard QF contracts. 

2. \Vith the implementation of Section 390, the lER, avoided fud cost, and 

operation and maintenance adder factors 1\0 longer exist as QF contract 

standards. 

3. The Contracts provide for the calculation of SRAC payments using 

contract-specific valurs for certain of the pricing con\ponents of the 

Conunission's traditional pre-AB 1890 SRAC methodology. Moreover, certain of 

these nonstandard Contracts contain negotiated price floors or floor components, 

which limit how far energy payments may fall. These prke floors are also in 

many C.1SCS calculated via forn\ulas which depend upon pre-AB 1890 energy 

pricing conlpOllents. The Contracts containing floor provisio)\s also include 

corresponding discount or ceiling provisions to prevent prices fron\ rising too 

high. Because of these nonstandard provisions, and the elimination of pre-AB 

1890 el\erg}' pricing con\ponents, the Contracts have become, as a practical 

matter, impossible to administer. Accordingly, amcncln\ents are required. 

4. In negotiating the Amendments, the parties aimed to preserve the bargain 

originally struck between the utility and the QFS. The An\endments result in the 

economic equivalents of the Contracts they replace, including floors, disc()unts, 

and other contract-specific provisions. 

5. The Settlement Agreemellts and related Amendments serve the public 

interest in three ways. First, the Amendments resolve the outstanding issues 

associated with conforming QF energy payn\ents to Section 390. Second, by 

conforming the Contracts to Section 390, the Sctllemel\l Parties have minimized 

distinctions between Standard offer and nonstandard contracts In their terms, 

administration, and interpretation. All QF contracts will now rely on a 
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substantially similar formula, thereby simplif}'ing the Commission's review of 

contract administration. Third, the Amendments have conformed the Contracts 

in a manner aimed at maintaining the bargain struck among SCE and the QFs 

when the Contracts were initially executed. 

6. The Settlement Agreements are reasonable in Hght of the whole record, 

consistent with the law, and in the public interest. 

7. The SetUen\ent Agreelllents cOnl.Jnand the unanimous sponsorship of all 

active parties to this proceeding. 

8. The sponsoring parties fairly reflect the a((e(ted interests.· 

9. No term of the Settlement Agreements contravenes statutory provisions or 

prior Commission dedsions. 

10. TIle Settlement Agreentents convey to the COn\mission sufficient 

information to permit the Commission to discharge its (utute regulatory 

obligations with respect to the parties and their interests. 

11. The A ES and Ontario Amendments in the form subn\itted which SCE's 

application (lre (lpproved. 

12. Each of the remaining seven Amel\dn\ents, as modified through the 

Settlement Agreements, are reasonable and prudent and arc approved. 

13. All payments to be made by SCE under the Contracts, as amended, 

effective October 14, 1996, arc prudent and recoverable in full by SCE through 

rates or such other cost recovery mechanism as may be authorized by the 

Commission, subject only to SeE's reasonable administr,ltion of the Contracts as 

amended. All pilyments arc subject to the rate freeze of All 1890. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The Settlement Agreement should be adopted. 

2. The application as modified by the Settlement Agreement should be 

gr,1nted. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Settlement Agreement is adopted. 

2. The application as Il\odificd by the Settlernent Agreen\ent is granted. 

3. All payn\cnts to be made by SOuthern California Edison Company under 

thc Contracts, as amended, effective October 14, 1996, ate prudent and 

recoverable in full through rates Of such other cost recovery n\cchaniSIl\ as may 

be authorized by the CommissionJ subject only to Southern California Edison 

COI'npar\y~s rcasol\able administration of the Contracts, as an\cndcd. AU 

paymcnts ate subject to the rate fteetc of AB 1890. 

4. This dockct is closed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated February 18,1999, at San Francisco, California. 
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RICHARD A. BILAS 
President 

HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 

Comrnissioners 


